A D-algebra is a commutative algebra X with a right invertible operator D such that the domain of D is a sub-algebra of X and D(dom D) cX.
NON-LEIBNIZ COMPONENTS IN NON-COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRAS WITH UNIT
A D-algebra is a commutative algebra X with a right invertible operator D such that the domain of D is a sub-algebra of X and D(dom D) cX.
In [l] t [2] , [3]» [4] , [5] In the present paper we shall oonBider non-oommutative algebras with unit e and with a non-Leibniz (oc^,f)^)-component, where D is a given linear operator (not necessarily a right invertible operator). In particular, for a given bilinear operator cp : X -»X we shall find an operator Djp suoh that X is an algebra with the non-Leibniz (oc -component if.
[d]-algebra with non-Leibniz (c* D ,(3 D )-component
Let X be an algebra (i.e. a linear ring) over a field of scalers 7 of characteristic zero. Let D be a linear operator aoting in X. X is said to be [d]-algebra if the condition x,y e dom D implies the condition xy e dom D. A [d] -algebra is said to be a D-algebra if the algebra X is commutative, i.e. [x,y] = xy -yx = 0 for all x,y e X. Write 
Proof. (k) Non-Leibniz components f^ ' for powers of D in a D-algebra are determined in [1] .
Lemma.
Suppose that X is a [d]-algebra. Suppose also that (1.9) xDx = (Dx)x for a x edom D.
Then
(1.10) Ac = (Dx)x n for all neN.
Proof. By (1.9) the formula (%10) ie true for n « 1. Suppose that the formula (1.10) is true for an arbitrarily fixed ne N. Then x n+1 Dx = x n (xDx) = x n (Dx)x = (Dx)x n x = = (Dx)x n+1 which proves (1.10) for n+1. Proposition
Suppose that X is a [Dj-algebra with an {aD,ajj)-oomponent tp^. Suppose also that an element xedom D satisfies the condition (1.9). Then
If, moreover, X has a unit e e dom D and a^ ¡i 1 then
Proof.
By (1.9) the formula (1.11) is true for D = 2. Suppose that the formula (1.11) is true for an arbitrarily fixed n>2. Therefore by the above Lemma The eguality (1.30) implies 1° and 2°.
2.
Operators D^ corresponding to a bilinear operator q> Suppose 'onat x is an algebra over ? with unit e. Suppose tnat g t X and a, (5ef are fixed. Denote by ja,)(X) the set of all bilinear mappings <p s X *X-»X satisfying the oondition Since oc+|S 4 2, the equality (2.6) implies that X is a fD^j-algebra with the (a ,|3) -oomponent <p.
We Bay that an element x e X is commutative with the alge- By (2.14) for m 4 1 we hare ker D^ = {A eXSDA » A}={A e XSA = = AI, A eC}. Sinoe a D-algebra is a [D] -algebra, all theorems and formulas given-in this paper are true in ever? D-algebra, provided that cx D = |3jj(ae/3).
